Integrated Fire Alarm Control Panel
Sole or Dual Path Communicator

Save time and money with FireLink Integrated 8-32Pt FACP with StarLink® Fire Cellular Communicator inside, while offering a new RMR stream from Fire. Now with cloud-based programming, FireLink in Cell and Cell/IP Dual Path versions, can be programmed from any smart device or tablet (no special software, training or laptop required) using easy drop-down menus on www.FireLinkPro.com. Beyond FireLink’s default sprinkler supervisory 8 Zone program, Cloud portal adds ease of expanding and customizing the FACP across its max. 32 zones, using any mix of conventional, addressable &/or wireless devices.

Cloud Programming

ORDERING INFORMATION:
FL-FACP32-LTEV
Verizon LTE Network
8-32 FACP, Built-in Annunciator & Cell

FL-FACP32-LTEA
AT&T LTE Network
8-32 FACP, Built-in Annunciator & Cell

FL-FACP32-LTEVI
8-32 FACP Dual Path, Verizon Cell/IP model w/Annunciator

FL-FACP32-LTEAI
8-32 FACP Dual Path, AT&T Cell/IP model w/Annunciator

Agencies, Compliance:
UL 864 10th Ed., UL 1635 & NFPA 72
CSFM, NYCFD